Solving customer challenges

As a custom manufacturer, we have been able to help several Manufacturing customers find solutions to their refrigeration challenges, such as:

Customer Challenge: A temperature logging, database backup, alarm and notification system was needed for product monitoring.

SRC Solution: We were able to find a low cost yet reliable off-the-shelf data logging system to work on their existing network.

Result: Complete system installed and in operation over two years.

Customer Challenge: A top Chemical Manufacturer needed to store processing fluids at a specific temperature to control shelf life and viscosity.

SRC Solution: We designed a storage cooler to meet the customers requirements for temperature, capacity and electrical requirements. We also worked with the customer to optimize the access doors and orientation for quick loading and unloading.

Result: The customer had the storage cooler within three weeks and successfully installed in a very short time frame. The process fluid was controlled and optimized for shelf life.

Customer Challenge: The refrigeration unit needed to follow the building layout and fit within footprint.

SRC Solution: We designed the product directly from architectural prints and provided ACAD drawings to install in the customers main drawing.

Result: SRC cooler is integrated into the controlled architectural prints.

Customer Challenge: Due to a fast track schedule, a quick turnaround time was needed.

SRC Solution: We were able to ship the panels in a few weeks to begin the installation while the longer lead items were manufactured allowing for a phased installation approach.

Result: The schedule was maintained and deadline met.
STORAGE COOLERS/FREEZERS FOR MANUFACTURING & WAREHOUSE INSTALLATIONS

For over 30 years, SRC Refrigeration has been leading the industry in superior engineered refrigeration equipment for industrial applications and cold storage warehouses. With over three decades of experience, we understand the unique challenges you face meeting your refrigeration needs, such as optimum shelf life, product out times and equalization times, temperature logging, programmable alarms and notifications. Our products are designed and cost balanced to maximize the value between upfront cost and operating costs.

We offer green products throughout the design such as high R-value, eco-friendly insulation, EC and PSC motors as well as the latest approved refrigerant equipment. SRC is the refrigeration specialist you can rely on to provide:

- Design and engineering service and support from start to finish
- SRC can work with an open fabrication schedule, relying on our multi-source vendor network to quick ship necessary items.
- Our delivery time is usually within four weeks from approval depending on the complexity of the project. While we deliver fast quotes, we also have the "patience" to develop a quote that meets all your needs, so there will be no surprises.

Tell us the storage requirements, dimensions, power and space availability and we will design the complete system...including the unit, shelving, lighting, and other necessary components. You can be confident when you work with us...all of our equipment is backed by a performance guarantee on our design and workmanship.

SRC will provide technical documentation, CAD drawings and specifications for the equipment up front to submit for project approval.

Our products satisfy all national safety, sanitation, and smoke and flame fire ratings. We can provide documentation to local building departments when requested.

If you don’t have a contractor, we can recommend qualified contractors in your area who have done business with us from our national network.

SRC manages all costs and freight coordination to the customer’s location...including all components for installation.

Best in the Industry Warranties
We know that the best way to judge a company is by the way they stand behind their product. That’s why we offer the best warranties in the industry. SRC warranties include:

- Panels: 10 year, 1 year all parts
- Glass Doors: 10 year sealed glass, 15 months parts & labor
- Refrigeration: 5 year compressor, 1 year all parts
- Self-contained portable refrigeration units: 5 year compressor, 1 year parts & labor
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